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ECT 3303ECT 3303ECT 3303ECT 3303----ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES III (ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES III (ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES III (ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES III (ExamExamExamExam))))    

BBBB. T. T. T. Techechechech. Civil & Environmental Engineering. Civil & Environmental Engineering. Civil & Environmental Engineering. Civil & Environmental Engineering    

YYYYear ear ear ear 3333____SSSSemester emester emester emester 1111                    Time: 2 hoursTime: 2 hoursTime: 2 hoursTime: 2 hours    

Instructions Instructions Instructions Instructions     

i. Answer Question ONE compulsory and any TWO questions. 

ii. Use non-programmable calculators 

QUESTION ONEQUESTION ONEQUESTION ONEQUESTION ONE    (30Marks)(30Marks)(30Marks)(30Marks)    

a. Explain the six known equilibrium equations using a sketch for static analysis. . . . ((((6666    

Marks)Marks)Marks)Marks)    

b. There are many framed structures.        

i. Using sketches explain any three types of framed structures. ((((3333    marks)marks)marks)marks) 

ii. Referring to the answers in (i) above, state their individual degrees of 

freedom.    (3marks(3marks(3marks(3marks))))    

c. Studying the figure figure figure figure 1111 of the truss below. Clearly state the number of nodes, 

members and reactions. Hence determine its degree of indeterminacy. . . . (6 marks)(6 marks)(6 marks)(6 marks)    

d. Derive the stiffness matrix for:    

i. An individual element of a single loaded spring model.    (5 marks)(5 marks)(5 marks)(5 marks)    

ii. A structural stiffness matrix for the structure in figure 2figure 2figure 2figure 2.    (7 marks)(7 marks)(7 marks)(7 marks)    

    

QUESTION TWOQUESTION TWOQUESTION TWOQUESTION TWO    (20 Marks)(20 Marks)(20 Marks)(20 Marks)    

a. Study figurefigurefigurefigure    3333 and answer the questions below using the stiffness matrix method. 

Assume (E=200 kN/mm2 and A=100 mm2) 

i. Find the nodal displacements    (12 marks)(12 marks)(12 marks)(12 marks)    

ii. Find the member 1 & 2 forces ((((3333    marks)marks)marks)marks) 

iii. Find the reactions at the supports AxAxAxAx, AyAyAyAy, BxBxBxBx and ByByByBy.  ((((5555    marks) marks) marks) marks)     

    

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS)QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS)QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS)QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS)    

a.a.a.a. What is the difference between a spring element and a truss element when 

deriving a stiffness matrix?    (2marks)(2marks)(2marks)(2marks)    

b. Derive an element stiffness matrix for a truss element (12 marks)(12 marks)(12 marks)(12 marks) 

c.c.c.c. Determine the angle for member 1-2 makes to the global axis system with relevant 

values in place as shown on figurfigurfigurfigureeee    4444. P= 110 kN, L= 10m. Assume (E=200 

kN/mm2 and A=110 mm2)    (6 marks)(6 marks)(6 marks)(6 marks)    
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QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION FOURFOURFOURFOUR    (20 Marks)(20 Marks)(20 Marks)(20 Marks)    

a. Find the static and kinematic indeterminacies of the structure shown on figure figure figure figure 5.5.5.5.     

(5 marks(5 marks(5 marks(5 marks)))) 

b. The attached figure figure figure figure 6666 is axially loaded and loads are applied as shown. P1=90 kN 

& P2= 50kN. Find the displacements at the connections using the stiffness matrix 

method.    (15 marks)(15 marks)(15 marks)(15 marks) 

The member properties are  

Member  Length (m) Area (mm2) E (kN/mm2) 

1 0.28 400 70 

2 0.1 200 100 

3 0.1 70 200 

 

QUESTION FQUESTION FQUESTION FQUESTION FIVEIVEIVEIVE    (20 Marks)(20 Marks)(20 Marks)(20 Marks) 

a. Study figurefigurefigurefigure    7777 attached and answer the following questions. Assume (EI = 8 x103 

kNm2) 

i. How many members make the beam? (1 mark)(1 mark)(1 mark)(1 mark)    

ii. How many nodes can be obtained from the free body diagram? (1 mark(1 mark(1 mark(1 mark)))) 

iii. State the types of supports restraining the loaded beam....    (2 marks)(2 marks)(2 marks)(2 marks) 

iv. Determine the rotations of joints 2 and 3. (16 Marks)(16 Marks)(16 Marks)(16 Marks)    

    

    

N/B: The list of figures is attached N/B: The list of figures is attached N/B: The list of figures is attached N/B: The list of figures is attached     
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